### Student Study Space Provision for December 2018

#### Arts Building
- **Monday**
  - ARB:218 - Arts Seminar 4 (tables - capacity 24)
  - ARB:220 - Arts Seminar 5 (tables - capacity 24)
  - ARB:222 - Arts Seminar 6 (table chairs - capacity 24)
  - ARB:319 - Arts Seminar 8 (tables - capacity 22)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**

#### Buchanan Building
- **Monday**
  - BUC:103 Classroom (tables - capacity 18)
  - BUC:215 Classroom (tables - capacity 16)
  - BUC:216 Classroom (tables - capacity 26)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**

#### St Mary's College
- **Monday**
  - SMC: Lecture Room 3 (tables - capacity 30)
  - UCD:31 Classroom (tables - capacity 30)
  - UCD:50 Classroom (tables - capacity 23)
  - UCD:54 Classroom (tables - capacity 16)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**

#### United College
- **Monday**
  - UCD:31 Classroom (tables - capacity 30)
  - UCD:50 Classroom (tables - capacity 23)
  - UCD:54 Classroom (tables - capacity 16)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**

#### Gateway Building
- **Monday**
  - GWY: Seminar Room 2 (tables - capacity 16)
  - GWY: Seminar Room 3 (tables - capacity 16)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 1D (tables - capacity 14)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 1E (tables - capacity 11)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 3B (tables - capacity 24)
  - GWY: Seminar Room 2 (tables - capacity 16)
  - GWY: Seminar Room 3 (tables - capacity 16)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**

#### St Mary's College
- **Monday**
  - SMC: Lecture Room 3 (tables - capacity 30)
  - SMC: Lecture Room 3 (tables - capacity 30)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 1D (tables - capacity 14)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 1E (tables - capacity 11)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 3B (tables - capacity 24)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**

#### United College
- **Monday**
  - UCD:31 Classroom (tables - capacity 30)
  - UCD:50 Classroom (tables - capacity 23)
  - UCD:54 Classroom (tables - capacity 16)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**

#### Gateway Building
- **Monday**
  - GWY: Seminar Room 2 (tables - capacity 16)
  - GWY: Seminar Room 3 (tables - capacity 16)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**

#### Maths Building
- **Monday**
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 1D (tables - capacity 14)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 1E (tables - capacity 11)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 3B (tables - capacity 24)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**

#### Medical Sciences Building
- **Monday**
  - Tutorial Rooms: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 & 12
  - (tables - capacity 12)
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**

### Please Note That the Study Space Capacity is Less Than the Given Teaching Capacity
Where to find printing facilities and computer classrooms

Printer locations: https://st-andrews.ac.uk/students/uniprint

Computer classroom locations: https://st-andrews.ac.uk/classrooms

For further information about printing, including charges, how to top-up your print quota and video demonstrations, go to: https://st-andrews.ac.uk/students/uniprint

Each printing device has a detailed instruction manual attached.

If you are experiencing any problems, please contact us.

Opening Times
Monday-Friday 0900-1800  Saturday 1000-1700  Sunday 1100-1800

T: 01334 463333  E: itservicedesk@st-andrews.ac.uk
W: https://st-andrews.ac.uk/itservice

Log and track your own IT Service Desk calls here:
W: https://st-andrews.ac.uk/itservice
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